Abstract. It is proved that a nest N on a separable complex Hilbert space H has the left (resp. right) partial factorization property, which means that for every invertible operator T from H onto a Hilbert space K there exists an isometry (resp. a coisometry) U from H into K such that both U * T and T −1 U are in the associated nest algebra AlgN if and only if it is atomic (resp. countable).
Introduction
Factorization problems in operator algebras have been studied for several decades. One of these problems is the factorization problem relative to a nest algebra (cf. [1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 7, 8, 9] ). Let H, and K be separable complex Hilbert spaces, and let B(H, K) be the set of all bounded operators from H into K. B(H) denotes the algebra of all bounded linear operators on H. A nest on H is a family of closed subspaces of H totally ordered by inclusion that is complete in the sense that it contains (0) and H and contains the closed linear span and intersection of every subfamily. The associated nest algebra is AlgN = {A ∈ B(H) 
Let T be an invertible operator in B(H, K). We say that T has a factorization relative to N if there exists a unitary operator U in B(H, K) and an invertible operator A ∈ AlgN ∩ (AlgN )
−1 such that T = U A. If every invertible operator T in B(H, K) has such a factorization, we say that N has the factorization property. It is a well-known result given by Larson [7] that N has the factorization property if and only if N is countable. Thus any uncountable nest does not have this property.
We note that T having a factorization relative to N is equivalent to the existence of a unitary operator U in B(H, K) such that both U * T and T −1 U are in AlgN . Then Pitts introduced the general notion of partial factorization in [8] . He gave a definition for a general subalgebra of a von Neumann algebra. We are concerned with nest algebras; so we restrict here only to nests.
Let T be an invertible operator in B(H, K). We say that T has a left (resp. right) partial factorization relative to N if there exists an isometry (resp. a coisometry) U in B(H, K) such that both U * T and T −1 U are in AlgN . It is known that T has a factorization relative to N if and only if T has both a left and a right partial one by Proposition 4.4 in [8] . If every invertible operator T in B(H, K) has such a left (resp. right) partial factorization, we say that N has the left (resp. right) partial factorization property. Pitts proved that an injective nest in a von Neumann algebra has the left partial factorization property in [8] , and some related results are obtained in [6] by Ji and Saito. In this note, we consider those nests with the left (resp. right) partial factorization property in B(H). We prove that a nest N has the left partial factorization property if and only if it is atomic; N has the right partial factorization property if and only if it has the factorization property, that is, if and only if it is countable.
We will denote by I the identity operator on a Hilbert space. For a closed subspace M of H, we denote by P M the orthogonal projection from H onto M . Let T be an invertible operator in B(H, K), and put T N = {T N : N ∈ N }.
Partial factorization
Let N and M be two nests acting on separable Hilbert spaces H and K respectively, and let θ be an order isomorphism from N onto M. We say θ is unitary implementing if there is a unitary operator U from H onto K such that θ(N ) = U N for all N ∈ N .
Proposition 1. Let N be a nest, and let T be an invertible operator in B(H, K).
(
1) T has a left partial factorization relative to N if and only if there is a projection E in D T N such that the map N → E(T N) is unitary implementing. (2) T has a right partial factorization relative to N if and only if there is a projection
Then T has a left partial factorization relative to N . The proof of (2) is similar. The proof is complete.
We now consider nests with the left partial factorization property. Conversely, let N have the left partial factorization property. Let G = ∨{N N − : N ∈ N }. Then we know that P G is a core projection in E N and P G N is atomic while P G ⊥ N is continuous. We next prove that G = H. Otherwise, we have that P G ⊥ N is a continuous nest on G ⊥ . By Lemma 1, there is an invertible operator S on G ⊥ so that S does not have any left partial factorization relative to P G ⊥ N . Let T = P G ⊕ S; then T is invertible. We prove that T does not have any left partial factorization relative to N . Suppose that there is a projection E in the diagonal D T N such that N → E(T N) is unitary implementing and U is a unitary operator from H onto EH such that
(T N) E(T N − ) = E(T N T N − ). It is easy to see that T N T N
is the atomic part of T N . It follows that P G is also a core projection of T N , and then EP G = P G E. We note that U is unitary. U maps an atom of N to an atom of For the right partial factorization property, we will see that it is equivalent to the factorization property. 
E(T N ). Then if F is an atom of N , U F is an atom of E(T N ). That is, U F
It easily follows that ν is absolutely continuous with respect to µ.
It is an elementary fact that there exists a finite nonzero nonatmoic Borel measure λ on [0, 1] so that µ and λ are mutually singular. For example, we can construct a monotone continuous function f on [0, 1] with f (0) = 0 and f (1) = 1 such that its derivative relative to µ is 0 a.e. by a similar method as on pages 144-145 of [10] . Let λ be the Lebesgue-Stieltjes measure induced by f . Now let ν = m + λ on [0, 1]. Then ν is a finite Borel measure on [0, 1] such that ν[0, t] is strictly monotone continuous. Thus it follows that ν is absolutely continuous with respect to µ and so is λ. This is a contradiction. Then N does not have the right factorization property. The proof is complete.
Theorem 2. Let N be a nest. The following are equivalent:
(1) N is countable. Proof. The equivalence of (1) and (2) was well known by [7] . That (2) implies (3) is clear. Remark 2. By Theorem 2, we know that if a nest has the right partial factorization property, it has the left one as well. However, for an invertible operator T with a right partial factorization relative to a nest, it does not need to have a left partial factorization relative to the nest. For example, as in the proof of Lemma 1, put
Then θ is an order isomorphism from M onto N . Thus there exists an invertible operator T ∈ B(H, K) such that T M t = N t for all t ∈ [0, 1] by Theorem 13.10 in [2] . We have that T has a right partial factorization relative to M, but it does not have a left one. In fact, put E = I ⊕ 0, where I is the identity operator on K. Then it is clear that E ∈ D M and the order isomorphism EM t → N t is unitary implementing. By Proposition 1, T has a right partial factorization relative to M. If T has a left partial factorization relative to M, then there is a projection E ∈ D N such that the order isomorphism M t → EN t is unitary implementing by Proposition 1. As in the proof of Lemma 1, there is a Borel subset ∆ that is dense in [0, 1] and m(J ∩ ∆) = 0 for any segment J of [0, 1] such that E is the multiplication operator by χ ∆ on K. In this case, we have
We easily have that EN = {EN t : t ∈ [0, 1]} is of multiplicity one. This is a contradiction since M is not of multiplicity one. Thus T does not have any left partial factorization relative to M. It is also known that T −1 has a left partial factorization relative to N , but it does not have any right one.
Recall that an invertible operator T has the universal factorization property if it has a factorization relative to every nest (cf. [3, 4, 5] ). Gohberg and Krein in [4, 5] showed that every positive operator of the form λI + K, where K belongs to the Mac'aev ideal has this property. Davidson and Huang in [3] proved that if an invertible positive operator has the universal factorization property, then it must have the form scalar plus compact. We may define a similar notion for the left (resp. right) partial factorization property. That is, we say that an invertible operator T has the universal left (resp. right) partial factorization property if it has a left (resp. right) partial factorization relative to every nest. However, we have the following result.
Proposition 2. Let T be an invertible operator in B(H). The following are equivalent:
(1) T has the universal factorization property. Proof. We note that T and |T | have the same factorization property. Without loss of generality, we may assume that T is positive. The implication from (1) to (2) is trivial.
(2)=⇒(1) Let N be an arbitrary nest, and let M = {N ⊥ : N ∈ N }. By the assumption (2), there is an isometry U such that both U * T and T −1 U are in AlgM. It follows that both U * T −1 and T U are in AlgN , which implies that T −1 has a left partial factorization relative to N . Then T −1 has the universal left partial factorization property also.
On the other hand, T also has a left partial factorization relative to T −1 N . Thus there is an isometry V such that The proof of equivalence of (1) and (3) is similar. The proof is complete.
